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Industry is facing a sharp resurgence in Shareholder
Activism globally with suboptimal ESG communicators
the most vulnerable.
In this paper Andrew Archer of Investor Update speaks
to some of the most influential players in this specialist
industry, reflecting the scope, ambition and urgency with
which they address the ESG Activism opportunity set.
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Activism as a Force for Good

1

Activist Shareholders have long-since laboured under a range of critical labelling,
from economic opportunists to corporate raiders and worse besides. However, to
paraphrase Oliver Stone “Activism, for lack of a better word, is Good. It clarifies,
cuts through and captures the essence of the evolutionary spirit. Activism in all its
forms has marked the upward surge of corporate efficiency” and in its latest iteration,
Activism can be seen to be accelerating change in ESG behaviours across industries
and geographies. In truth, it is just getting started and 2021 is set to be the break-out
year for this movement which could prove spectacular for some shareholders and
an existential threat to the executive teams of those companies who under-represent
their own ESG achievements.
In one sense, ESG Activism is not a new phenomenon. Historically, most activist
campaigns have used the principle of Stewardship as a part of Governance to create
a change in strategic direction or capital structure and on occasion management
to crystallize and release value for shareholders. In this sense, essentially, ESG is
stewardship — it is how a company chooses to behave in relation to its stakeholders
of all kinds. ‘Governance’, as a lever for change remains the primary lever for all
activists, but increasingly, the Environmental and Societal elements have found proxy
voices of their own, amplified and directed at management teams who are indifferent,
slow or ineffectual in their efforts to moderate the impact their companies are having.
There is a crucial difference between those three categories and all represent a
different opportunity to Activist Funds in 2021. To take them in turn, it is fair to say
that ‘indifference’ is dwindling. Only a year ago it was not hard to identify corporate
complacency in the face of the surging influence of all things ESG. Dismissals ranged
from ‘fad’ to ‘fantasy’ with a degree of self-appointed exception in between. By the
end of 2020 this had almost entirely evaporated and what little remains has morphed
into a form of wishful denial.
That some companies are slow to act is understandable and even more-so for
companies that are resource-constrained by size or competitive circumstance,
compounded by the effects of Brexit disruption, economic volatility and pandemicinduced recession. Being slow is understandable but it leaves companies explicitly
vulnerable to a re-invigorated Activist community.
However, as this paper will show, it is the ineffectual communicators category that
provides the greatest opportunity for transformational value creation over the next
eighteen months. Despite the seductive polarisation of industry as a cast of heroes
and villains, the reality is that the vast majority of companies aim to be both profitable
and responsible. Some efforts have been driven by far-sighted management but
much of the action taken has been in the wake of material progress on regulation and
standard setting, spurred on by the increasing pressure being brought to bear by the
investment community for companies to conform to or exceed their expectations.
But what if a company’s reporting and disclosure under-represents the
physical, operational achievements of a company? What if its ESG narrative and
communication strategy falls short of the underlying reality? That is where the
ESG Arbitrage is most immediate and where Activist Investors will direct their
efforts through challenge and campaign to effect change.
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Essentially, ESG is stewardship — it is
how a company chooses to behave in
relation to its stakeholders of all kinds.
‘Governance’, as a lever for change
remains the primary lever for all activists.
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Industry Structure and Trends
GLOBAL ACTIVIST DEALS (ALL SECTORS)
1000

Interestingly, two of the most actively targeted sectors, Financial Services and
Industrials have remained relatively stable in terms of number of campaigns.
The surprising and isolated area of notable growth has been in Utilities for which
campaigns have doubled since 2016, albeit from a low base and this can be directly
related to the increased perception among activist investors of the ESG arbitrage
described about and specifically the environmental reality gap that has emerged.
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So is Activism, as it would appear, a declining industry or in fact one in transition?
GLOBAL ACTIVIST DEALS BY TARGET SIZE 2016
Like many of the industries that activist investors target, Activism has found itself
at a cross-roads and in need of a renewed focus, if not a reinvention. If returns and
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Though still below their 2018 peak, the number of large-cap campaigns have grown
by more than 20% over the last 5 years while all other categories have shrunk by
the same amount. In our view there has been a shift towards larger companies but
it would be naïve to think that this move is permanent and there is good cause to
expect a strong revival across the board through 2021-25 as we will demonstrate.

Campaign Motivations Are Evolving
At a global level, by far the most common form of activist campaigns, nearly 40%, are
still directed front-&-centre at the executive boards of target companies. However,
this is another area of decline, slipping from 46% at its height and down 25% in
absolute terms over the last two years.
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“CIAM was among the first activists to actively engage on corporate governance
matters and at the time it was a novel idea for investors. Today investors are increasingly
focusing on ESG concerns and we understand that a lack of focus on these issues
leads to undervaluation. In the past year, we have been engaging with companies on
environmental matters, including issues such as carbon footprint (Scopes 1, 2 & 3),
GHG emissions, and resource intensity.
We also work with companies to ensure boards have appropriate oversight of each
of these subjects, for example whether there is a Sustainability Committee in place,
how many people it comprises and what skills they have, and frequency of meetings.
During our engagement on environmental matters, our goal is to work with companies
to improve their footprint by gaining an in-depth understanding of how they perform
their Life-Cycle Assessment. This provides a basis for us to understand if the targets
set are credible, achievable and sufficiently ambitious and, crucially, we then track the
evolution of their achievements.”
That extensive description of their recent “engagement with impact” activity is with
particular respect to the Environmental challenge and opportunity presented to
target companies. However, aside from these climate-related campaigns, CIAM has
prioritised many other important ESG-related subjects including Gender Diversity,
Fair Pay Practices, Employee Turnover, Executive Compensation, Board’s Skills &
Independence and Life-Cycle Management of Products and this list is getting longer
every year.
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By contrast, the core traditional strategies have all waned in absolute and relative
terms. Speaking with CIAM, one of the largest and most successful Activist Funds in
Europe provided the following insight into this powerful trend.
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This is the reality of Shareholder Activism in 2021 — that the growth in profile,
relevance and impact of ESG is being augmented by Activist Funds and as a
result, the state of Industry at large is improving with a commensurate knockon positive impact on the Societies we belong to and the Environment we are
all dependent on and responsible for.

The growth in profile, relevance and impact
of ESG is being augmented by Activist
Funds and as a result, the state of Industry
at large is improving with a commensurate
knock-on positive impact on the Societies
and the Environment.
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Key Players and Campaigns in 2020-2021

Despite the overall reduction in activity during 2020, there have still been some
notable campaigns with some spectacular results. The most active Funds have been
Elliott Management and Third Point Partners, between them deploying nearly $10bn
in new investment positions through 2020. Elliott’s campaigns have tended to be
more focused with over $4bn being invested across 14 new targets including Twitter,
Evergy, Alkermes and Sampo. This compares to a similar amount being spread
across nearly 30 new targets by Third Point including Microsoft, Prudential, Disney,
PG&E and Intel.
In Europe the most active players continue to be EQT Public Value, Cevian Capital and
CIAM, all taking new positions and launching material campaigns last year. Vincent
Bollore of Vivendi built a 23.5% stake in Lagardère, in partnership with Amber Capital
who held 20% and demanded 4 out of 9 board seats as part of an engagement for
strategic change.
In the US, after Elliott and Third Point the most prevalent names in activism through
2020 were ValueAct Capital Partners, Oasis Management, Inclusive Capital Partners
and Sachem Head Capital Management. Between them they deployed in excess
of $3.5bn across 21 newly initiated positions including Dell, Olin Corp, SD Supply,
Aequus and Enviva and that list has continued to expand into 2021.
During H2 2020, Elliott Management took a $68.7m stake in Sampo Group, urging
it to reduce its stake in Nordea Bank and focus on its core insurance business, a
move that it is still considering. Earlier, Trian Partners took a $587.3m stake in Janus
Henderson and at the same time built a position in Invesco which sparked speculation
over possible consolidation in the active fund management industry.
During the same period, Unibail’s former CEO Leon Bressler teamed up with French
telecoms billionaire Xavier Niel, built a $547.9m stake in Unibail and challenged the
board on their funding strategy. After securing three board seats they were able to
prevent a dilutive capital raise which in turn saw the incumbent CEO Chris Cuvillier
replaced by Jean-Marie Tritant.
After taking a $960.3m stake in Disney Dan Loeb of Third Point Partners called for
Disney to redirect its dividend to invest in streaming service Disney+ in order to
take a proper run at Netflix in the streaming media content — a situation that is
ongoing. Less successful was Starboard Value attempt to improve profitability at
Corteva. After building a $453.4m stake it demanded the company bring its earnings
in line with its peers but in the end Corteva’s board backed the company’s CEO
and the shares subsequently rose by more than 50% making the whole endeavour
undeniably successful.
However, it was Engine No.1’s debut action that really took the collective breath of
industry away. After taking a $40.4m stake in Exxon Mobil, coordinating with CalSTRS
and subsequently the Church Commissioners of England it launched a campaign
calling for ExxonMobil to cut upstream investments, reduce its environmental impact
and explore renewables to secure the dividend over the long-term, among other
complaints. This resulted in an extraordinary volte face by the company (despite
claims to contrary) in the form of establishing new climate-related targets and
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Convergence of activity and style reflects
in part the shared skills and experience of
individuals and teams moving between and
cooperating with related entities.
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This convergence of activity and style reflects in part the shared skills and experience
of individuals and teams moving between and cooperating with related entities. This
phenomenon of borrowed and blended investment strategies has not been limited
to activists and private equity. Other traditionally non-activist investors (institutional
investors) have recently been observed interloping in the Activist world through
proactive engagement and high-profile challenge.

CLIMATE DISCLOSURE OF INDUSTRY GROUPS
With 10% or more weight of emissions in ESG Score

g

At an industry level there has been a degree of convergence of between Activist
and Private Equity strategies. The are a number of examples of private equity funds
adopting activist style behaviours in the form of taking minority investments in quoted
entities and engaging with management rather than wanting to actually take control
of the targeted company. Conversely, Activists have also begun to experiment with
SPAC investment strategies with a number of complete buy-outs being seen by
vehicles directly or indirectly owned by Activist Investor Funds.

4

There exists a huge range of disclosure behaviours across sectors, markets and
geographies. Some companies disclose their activities in great empirical detail while
others take a more subjective prose-based approach. Some companies got to great
lengths to report on the impact they are making on society and the environment
but then stop short of attaching targets or goals by which they could drive change
and be judged against. As preciously argued, a company that behaves well but fails
to communicate that strength is leaving themselves explicitly vulnerable. The chart
below contains data provided by Refinitiv and shows companies which have an
emission weight of 10% or more according to their proprietary methodology.
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Since that initial challenge and engagement, Exxon Mobil has lost two board seats
due to a carefully constructed denouncement of Exxon’s climate strategy. Engine No.
1 held just 0.02% of the stock but in its bid to win control of four board seats it secured
and mobilised the backing of many larger institutions, with BlackRock and the New
York State Common Retirement Fund being willing to co-champion the cause. This is
an incredible achievement and with support from the other pro-ESG board members
there is scope for a material shift in focus. Prior to this, Chevron was forced to accept
responsibility for reducing its Scope 3 emissions over the medium term and to prove
its climate targets are aligned with the Paris Agreement. The proposal was brought
by the Dutch campaign group ‘Follow This’ but with strong investor backing — most
prominently, again from Blackrock, the proposal was tabled and passed. In the same
week, a Dutch court ordered Royal Dutch Shell to cut its emissions by more than it
had planned: 45% by 2030 as a result of a lawsuit funded by activist groups. Again
the Paris agreement was used as the leverage to force change and while appeals are
very likely it demonstrates the appetite for and momentum behind direct challenges
by well-organised and informed protagonists.

Disclosure Dynamics
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disclosures after years of under-playing the need for such actions. The scale of the
challenge and the outcome, driven home as it was by an environmental shaped
hammer, is testament to the power that ESG-based strategies can have.

Source: Refinitiv

The light grey columns show what percentage of the members of the given industry
group are reporting their total CO2 emissions — a data-set that could be described
as ‘awareness’. The green columns show what percentage of companies in those
industry groups are targeting emissions which can be categorised as ‘action’. What
the chart clearly shows is that reporting continues to fall far short of what it should be
with 58% of companies not reporting CO2 emissions. Looking at the gap between
awareness and action the data reveals that 72% of those companies profiled are not
targeting emissions. This disclosure gap increases towards the right-hand-side of the
chart… Specifically the sectors most vulnerable on this basis are Oil & Gas, Mining,
Coal, Utilities, Transport, Real Estate and most interestingly, Renewable Energy…
The same messages are discernible for all elements of ESG and reflected in charts
below that talk to the challenge and opportunity around gender diversity and
representation. In this key area of stewardship management must act with alacrity to
ensure real change is targeted, secured, disclosed and communicated.
It is clear from our research and advisory work in ESG that improvement in both
disclosure and communication can materially increase the level of specialist ESG
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Activity Slumped — then rallied

Over recent years, ESG themes have moved to the forefront of the collective
shareholder consciousness in the form of the largest institutional investors, the
Indexing community and Retail investors across all geographies. This renewed focus
on a company’s behaviour with respect to all stakeholders, not just shareholders,
has been profound and this trend is unrelenting. ESG themes remained prevalent
through 2020 and throughout the pandemic in the face of economic recession and
racial justice initiatives – indeed many of these phenomena have served to promote
concern for and interest in the ESG movement.
2020 was not so much a game of two halves but of three quarters and one quarter… The
level of public activism fell sharply last year across all geographies without exception.
The number of direct shareholder engagements fell by more than 30% through H1
vs 2019 with only a moderate pick up in the second half of the year. Unsurprisingly,
April was the weakest month of all with only eight new activist campaigns initiated
while the world retreated into lockdown. During this extraordinary period, pressure
from institutional shareholders resulted in an increase in the proportion of settled
campaigns in order to allow management teams to focus on keeping the business on
track without the distraction of ongoing activist campaigns.
The other observed consequence of the Covid pandemic was that Proxy contests
increased to 32% of total announced activism campaigns and the proportion of
activist situations resolved prior to a vote rose to 44% in the US last year, up from
35% in 2019. This is one of the many changing dynamics brought about by the
pandemic but which may continue to feature over the coming years. In this sense,
the pandemic will have served to affect permanent change in the way we live but also
the way Activist Investors operate and the way corporates need to respond.
However, after three quarters of YoY decline there was a sharp increase in the number
of campaigns launched during Q4 2020 and this has extended through to Q1 2021.
This bounce-back reflects the way teams globally have found new and more efficient
ways to communicate with each other and with management teams. By working
remotely and virtually, engagement could continue across businesses and with other
shareholders and for many businesses. Similarly, by removing the ability or perhaps
the necessity for travel and face-to-face meetings, the process of engagement and
all the associated interactions appear to have been enhanced.

Shareholder Impatience Intensifying
Meanwhile, the tragedy of Covid-19 has had the positive consequence of helping
investors acknowledge the urgency of some of the most important ESG issues,
reflected in increasing impatience around corporate governance and environmental
matters with the latter being increasingly linked to regulation and a long-term
approach. Some of the social aspects have also gained traction during this period,
including diversity and inclusion, employee health and safety, and fair pay practices.
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CIAM see this dynamic very clearly such that “We expect social matters to be
increasingly front-of-mind for investors, as the growing understanding that these
factors can represent a business risk, combined with increasing public awareness
of these issues, could present a material impact on company valuations. This is
particularly true in the supply chain as the pandemic has revealed both shortcomings
and reputational risks in this area for businesses. Through our engagement we aim to
make sure that management teams and boards are conscious of these risks and take
them into account when running and deciding the strategy of a business.”
So this revival reflects in part a pent-up demand for action following a decline during
the crisis but it also reflects an accelerated trend of uncovering ESG-related issues.
Some companies are likely to emerge from the pandemic in a weaker relative position
in terms of ESG stakeholder perception which in turn represents opportunity for
Activist Investors.
Organisations like UN PRI (Principles of Responsible Investment) are becoming
increasingly influential, with more and more asset managers becoming signatories,
expressing their commitment to integrating ESG considerations into their processes
and supporting best practices in active ownership. This is likely to result in increased
levels of activist activity and it is likely that future AGM seasons will feature increased
challenge and contention. Companies should expect the number of shareholder
proposals to sharply increase — not only in polluting industries, all businesses that
lag behind their sector peers should see increased challenge on ESG matters.

Integrating ESG and Activism
The Changing Face of Shareholder Activism:

6

In the past activist challenges have tended to be Cartesian in nature — a certain set
of resources deployed with a particular set of priorities will have a specific quantum
outcome in terms of profit or valuation and so the debate between two parties and
their advisors ensues.
With ESG, there is increasing understanding around the second derivative at work
in the form of Cost of Capital which, as Darren Novak of UBS (Global Co-Head of
Activism Defence), puts it ”We have been examining companies with better ESG
profiles to show what the impact on their cost of capital might be and we can see that
being a leader in this area can genuinely lower the cost of capital. That is where the
rubber hits the road – it’s what drives real value… that’s the magic. This is something
that the traditional activist can use but it’s definitely something that will be core to
what this new breed of ESG activists are thinking and formulating.”
As ever in Capital Markets, when something moves from speculation to certainty
material shifts in resource and behaviour take place and that is exactly what is
happening now. The ubiquity of ESG is giving rise to a new breed of Activist for whom
having a positive impact on society and the environment is no longer the casualty but
the driver of creating super-normal returns.
Taking a step back from that assertion, it should be clear to most observers and
participants that from a macro perspective this is a great environment for Shareholder
Activism. Low interest rates, coupled with increased appetite for strong returns during
a period of intense disruption to economic, industrial and shareholder behaviour due
to the pandemic. With this backdrop, the excitement around ESG as a new direction
for activism has already translated into increased activity across the board and a
tangible shift has been reported by advisors and corporates alike.

Some companies are likely to emerge from
the pandemic in a weaker relative position
in terms of ESG stakeholder perception
which in turn represents opportunity for
Activist Investors.
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This is most clearly observed by the protagonist funds, reflected in their structure,
their targets and the approach they take. It is also observed in the consciousness
of companies, particularly when thinking about aspects of defence through ESG
engagement. Historically, what was once incidental to a company’s strategic and
operational ambition can now become central to a company’s vulnerability and in
turn, core to its best defence against Activism.

Industry Evolution – Incumbents & New Entrants…
Over recent years, the leading traditional activist funds have continued to pursue
essentially the same types of campaigns behind the scenes as they always have. The
overarching objective has been to identify and unlock structural value. In the pursuit
of this they may refer to ESG, perhaps use the familiar terminology of stakeholders
and they may focus on social aspects relating to employees and environmental
impact, but it remains relatively unsophisticated because the grounds for a campaign
still very much focus on the traditional approach to value release.
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During this same period some of the most prominent Activist players have been seen
to pivot through their own industry to create new vehicles through which to raise
funds and launch differentiated Activism campaigns. Perhaps most notable of late
has been Charlie James’ new fund called Engine Number 1, — Jeff Ubben’s fund,
and Impactive Capital (Lauren Taylor Wolf & Christian Alejandro Asmar). These funds
are either truly focused on ESG or they are operating with an intersection of ESG
deployed through a traditional framework. These are the funds that present the most
clear and present danger for companies to defend against since it pitches individuals
of great proficiency and experience against companies rendered vulnerable due to a
highly visible sub-optimal ESG record.
This distinction between the traditional funds, who are leveraging ESG to mobilise
action and support and new funds conceived to address the ESG Arbitrage is already
becoming blurred. The traditional players are certainly investing in their ESG expertise
but it is rare for it to be a primary aspect of their campaigns. “The Activist incumbents
are using ESG like most governance levers that they’ve used traditionally. They use
it as a hammer, to the extent that they can but it’s really just to push the economic
drivers.” — Darren Novak, UBS. In this sense ESG is still secondary or even tertiary
within the strategic challenge being made to a company.
This speaks to the point made earlier that the E and S components of ESG are still
falling behind the G and to some degree this is understandable because it is still the
G that provides the most explicit leverage to access and release the targeted value.
In situations when the E and the S are considerations but not the focus of a campaign,
there is a real opportunity for those companies that are fully mobilised across all
three elements and for whom ESG is primary in the minds of the board and the
shareholders. This represents a potential opportunity to dampen some of the value
creation demands that activists may be asking for. The Activist fund, once engaged,
will be looking to appeal to a wide range of shareholders but strength in those ESG
factors will mitigate the influence and efficacy of the activists by limiting how much
those arguments resonate with ESG-sensitive shareholders.

Primary Campaign Objective or Marketing Tool?
There has been a perception that some of the ESG re-branding of funds is little
more than a marketing effort to tap into the fastest growing segment of the funding
market without any true conviction. It is possible that there were some cynical
moves in the early days but if true activism is about achieving supernormal returns
or improving returns for companies and their shareholders, then ESG activism is a
means to achieving that same value-based outcome through an augmented worldview, deploying ESG as part of a skill-set within the original motivation. These funds
are asking themselves, “How can we leverage ESG to create value”?
The significant growth of the largest index funds over the past few years has meant
that support from this quarter is crucial in almost every activism situation. As a result,
a clear trend has emerged in the form of activists referencing ESG themes in order
to attract support from institutions like BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street. Third
Point’s campaign directed at insurer Prudential is an example of this with Dan Loeb
arguing that by dividing the company, the two separate entities would reduce the
company’s carbon footprint.
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Activist funds that systematically pursue a public route on their ESG activist campaigns
could raise questions over their willingness to truly accompany management teams
in their ESG transitions. This is a point endorsed by CIAM who point to the fact that
over the last seven years more than half of their activism campaigns were able to
drive change behind closed doors.
A different perspective on this issue can be drawn from the actions of Jeff Ubben
of ValueAct who has been at the forefront of the activist-ESG movement. Last June
he announced his departure from the activist hedge fund he founded to launch a
new fund called Inclusive Capital Partners. Inclusive Capital Partners continue to
run the ESG-focused ValueAct Spring Fund that Ubben launched in 2018 while
still at ValueAct and yet at the time he referenced the tension between standard
activist strategies and ESG themes by stating that he does not think these two
strategies “peacefully coexist…” By contrast, his actions reflect a deep conviction
that this in fact represents a significant future for the industry. This is a view that we
wholeheartedly share.

Funding challenges
One of key take-aways from our discussions with Activist Funds is that it is getting
harder to raise funds or to get limited partners to come on board, especially for the
smaller players. That does not tend to apply to single name campaigns as investors
are often willing to fund campaigns to target a specific company. However, raising
funds for a multi-strategy activist hedge fund has become more of a challenging.
That all changes when the ESG dynamic is introduced, simply because of the weight
of funds looking to be deployed. “If you’re an activist ESG hedge fund and you’re
small, you’re going to have an easier time raising capital than if you’re just a regular
plain vanilla activist fund.” — Darren Novak, UBS.
While that may be true, it clearly introduces the temptation to add the ESG tag to
your campaign in order to attract those additional funds. But with the greatest share
of activism being conducted by traditional or experienced market participants, this
remains a marginal issue at most. Given the scrutiny that is applied to a campaign
prior to launch, by investors and the media it would be a flaky endeavour to merely
“Green-wish” the project.

One of key take-aways from our
discussions with Activist Funds is that
it is getting harder to raise funds or to
get limited partners to come on board,
especially for the smaller players.
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The ESG Arbitrage

7

If a company can demonstrate that it is achieving a better ESG performance it will
attract a higher quality long-term investor over time. Initially this may be in the form
of the truly ESG-mandated funds — the elite ‘Dark Green’ specialist investors who
represent the leadership ESG capital. Over time a following will develop and eventually,
the 3rd part ratings agencies will catch up to the reality of what is happening within
the business and by that point a valuation premium should have been secured.
Successful execution of that process would cover all the costs of what was required
to achieve the improved performance many times over — possibly thousands of
times over. In addition, the company would gain access to all the additional funds
that suddenly make themselves available.
In this sense, having a clear and effective ESG strategy is very much central to the
virtuous circle. Doing ‘the right thing’ is no longer in conflict with the idea of driving
returns — it is now a facilitator of that value uplift and as such, very much a defence
in itself.
The problem for many companies is that they are assessing their ESG strategies
by relying solely on those 3rd party ESG ratings providers. This can mean waiting
for 12 or even 18 months for a change in corporate performance to be recognised
and reflected in those scores. Even then the changes are inconsistently reflected
and scored with no route for challenge and no right to reply. As one target company
described it to Investor Update, “Using the rating agencies to judge your ESG strategy
is like reversing a car in a blizzard in the dark with no lights — you don’t know you’ve
got it wrong until it’s too late.”
This feeling of flying blind becomes acutely felt for executive management when they
find themselves on the receiving end of an Activist approach, however constructive
it may appear in the first instance. It is also a problem for management wanting to
find objective mechanisms to tie executive compensation to their ESG performance.
“While we believe that ESG rating agencies have an important role to play in collecting
and analysing ESG data on companies, there are inherent challenges in the way they
work. Due to high number of providers, many ESG rating agencies have different
approaches to the same company. They often do not apply the same weights to
specific topics, even if their goal is to adhere to SASB materialities, which means the
resulting scores can be difficult to analyse and compare.
CIAM does not rely on the ratings of these agencies, and we consider their data only
a reference point to help us do much more in-depth research on each corporate we
consider to invest in. We have always conducted our own, granular in-house research
to base investment decisions on. We see it as a key capability of ours to be able to
identify specific ESG risk factors and opportunities, understand them in depth, see
whether there is a possibility for active engagement that can create value, and go
for it.
In fact, the inefficiencies of the rating agencies can enable activist funds to research
and find very interesting investment opportunities, showing that our engagement can
have an impact.” — CIAM.
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The importance of this last point cannot be overstated. The message here is that
significant perception gaps can open up between a company’s performance and the
way it appears to the outside world – that means stakeholders of all kinds including
investors and within that Activist Investors will be looking to identify those companies
that are ‘unknowingly under-sold, in respect to ESG.
Using a flawed or inappropriate set of metrics to judge performance will result in
misallocation of company resources, namely capital investment, strategic prioritisation
and management time and reputation. It can also render a company vulnerable to
funds able to bring the required challenge and change into a business to elevate the
reality and perception of the company in question. This is an area of shareholder
activism that is set to accelerate and is likely to form an increasing proportion of
initiated campaigns.

Proactivity is the Best Defence
In almost every situation, the key to an effective defence is proactivity and this is true
whether it is considered at the time or analysed in retrospect. Invariably it is those
companies that have real problems or challenges that don’t act sufficiently or fast
enough, or in fact fail to move at all.
Looking across the market as a whole, the companies that are most vulnerable are
those that are essentially not doing enough to help themselves. There are other
companies where there is a risk of complacency. They feel protected by the fact that
they have a good ESG rating or at least a better one than their peers — but for many
companies the reality is very different. ESG ratings are patently conflicted, inefficient
and uncorrelated and slow to reflect change, either in the company itself or in its
peers and that’s a major problem. It can mean that some companies may feel safe
and secure in what they’ve think they have achieved but because of the single-issues
within E, S or G they could be leaving themselves highly vulnerable. Clearly there are
companies who are doing nothing and may be lagging in this area in a high profile
way, but there is also a very wide range of vulnerability at play.
“In some ways it’s not different to traditional activism. People are looking at some of
these issues through a different lens and it’s as though the board and the management
team are blind to it - they just don’t see it. Sometimes they just don’t see the other
perspective and so they ignore it and a result they risk missing the point of what they
think they are achieving.” — Darren Novak, UBS.
In other words, there is a management lens and there is an activist lens and the risk
or opportunity arises when the disconnect between the two becomes too wide. That
is why companies need to urgently and accurately assess their true position in ESG,
their direction of travel and the motivation of some of those who may be looking to
engage, to challenge and of that fails to attack.
On this critical point, it would be wrong to polarise this apparent disconnect between
activist and management. In addition to the activist ESG lens there is also the
shareholder lens and for Institutional investors, silence does not necessarily mean
agreement. Underlying that silence can often lie dissent or disagreement which is
another way in which companies can sometimes misread support for what they are
doing in terms of ESG. As such, ‘no complaints’ is a palpable risk — those opinions
matter and they need to be solicited and carefully listened to.
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Cold War vs Hot War
Companies can’t re-position overnight and so if a situation goes live company
management are instantly forced to be reactive. However, this is increasingly rare
and some form of pre-launch engagement is almost always attempted by the
shareholder activists.
This can be seen in terms of the Cold War and the Hot War stages of engagement.
The Cold War is behind the scenes and this is increasingly where these battles are
fought. It tends to be a 1-on-1 conversation with shareholders and lack of preparation
is the biggest reason for vulnerable companies losing the Cold War which is when it
can top over into a ‘Hot War’ situation.
“All of a sudden the company finds itself in a public engagement and invariably the
target company hasn’t laid the foundations and they have a problem and the allies
they thought they had have evaporated…. At that stage management have an ESG
proxy contest on their hands. Those ESG items will inevitably end up on the ballot and
management will have limited influence over how that pans out because by then the
situation is often out of their control…” — Darren Novak, UBS.
In this rapidly changing landscape, many companies are belatedly realising that they
are not prepared, they don’t know who might be putting forward resolutions, they
can’t evaluate the motivations and they don’t know how to craft a response. All of
this is a consequence of not recognising the risks early enough, not investing the
time and resource required and not being prepared for the activist eventuality and
as such it is almost always avoidable. The route to achieving good standards of
reporting and disclosure is has been the subject of previous reports but to evoke an
old Welsh saying, “Starting the work is two thirds of it.”

Complacency vs Anxiety
Ironically, it is those companies which have less to worry about that tend to be the
most proactive and by contrast those companies that generally have the greatest
risk are the ones that present the most complacency and they only become anxious
when things start to become more real and that is true across the spectrum. Beyond
that there’s a whole host of very vulnerable companies that don’t want to admit it to
themselves or to their key stakeholders. For these companies, ESG is essentially an
exercise in denial and their behaviour is only likely to change once a challenge by
their investors or their advisors has been brought to bear.

Regulation & Disclosure:
We are seeing a material increase and improvement around disclosure with all the
behaviours, the risks and scenarios that have not been previously considered are
now starting to be reflected in regulation. This could make companies publicly
accountable and comparable, but it could also prove to be a ‘levelling-up process’
for those whose behaviours were already changing but they had yet to formally
disclose them. Over time that will lead to a more efficient reflection of company
behaviour and industry performance. However, during the transition phase increased
regulation and enhanced disclosure (mandatory, voluntary or expected) is providing
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more opportunity for activists as opposed to less. This is because it makes it easier
to effectively measure performance and thereby more readily identify the outliers.

Best Defence

This is another reason that activism activity is going to increase. “In the US, we
have extensive disclosure from public companies on virtually everything and from
an activist perspective that is great. However, if you’re an activist investor in Europe,
one of the challenges is that sometimes there isn’t enough to craft more compelling
theses about how company X is not doing things as well as company Y. Without
the data and the disclosure it is harder to be specific and to hold companies to be
accountable.” — Darren Novak, UBS.

Proactivity in the face of Activism

The clear implication here is that increased levels of regulation and disclosure will
translate into increased levels of activist activity because there are more points of
explicit difference between companies.

8

There has a great deal of movement and change over the last eighteen months,
which reflects the degree to which the key players in Activism are repositioning
around the ESG opportunity and looking to secure and leverage opportunities where
they identify them. This provides an opportunity for potential targets to embrace ESG
issues more comprehensively as a way to protect themselves and potentially take
back some of the battleground.
“In anticipation of a challenge, a corporate has time to prepare and since ESG is such
an explicit and clear theme, they can approach it as a form of proactive defence.”
— Darren Novak, UBS.
Many companies are feeling vulnerable right now and for good reason, but what they
often lack is a specific view on the true nature of the risks they face. It is not always
clear what a company needs to do in order to protect itself from the approach of an
activist investor. Darren Novak’s view is that “It is essential to a company understands
how to best tell its ESG story. It is essential to put the right initiatives in place but that
is only the start of the process — how you communicate the strategy, the targets and
path of delivery is absolutely key to an effective proactive ESG defence.”
The emphasis here is to act before any kind of activist approach or engagement
comes to light. Reactive strategies are by definition back-foot in nature and carry
much lower chances of success.
As we have demonstrated in this report, there has been a notable surge of ESG
campaigns that reflect the increasing importance of this critical area of commercial
life. Institutional investors are much more focused on ESG and as a result companies
are under much greater pressure to focus on having a clear stance on ESG related
topics. At the same time, activist funds are now more willing to go after companies
with ESG as the focus of their campaign, spurred on by the perceived and actual
backing they have from institutional investors.
Rob White is a Partner at Greenbrook, a specialist communications firm ranked by
Bloomberg as the #1 advisor to activist investors globally in 2020.

The clear implication here is that increased
levels of regulation and disclosure will
translate into increased levels of activist
activity because there are more points of
explicit difference between companies.
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Rob sees ESG Activism as part of a long-dated trend that has recently gained
heightened traction and profile. “While ESG has been grabbing the headlines over
the recent years, it has long been a core element of the DNA of a number of our
activist clients for a long time, in many cases approaching ten years. For these funds
the focus in the past has typically been on Governance in relation to issues such as
splitting the Chair and CEO roles or board diversity, but over the last couple of years
the focus has shifted towards issues related to the E and the S of the ESG categories.
It is clear to us that ESG Activism is neither a fad or a short-term trend. It is here to
stay and we are going to see more activists in the market and more engagement
and campaigns coming through. Companies really don’t have any choice other than
to update their behaviours and improve their stance on ESG. Those that don’t will
make themselves easy and open targets. If they don’t engage constructively and have
sensible discussions about it then they are just digging themselves deeper.”
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So if Activists have been engaged in this area for an extended period of time, how
proficient are they in the detailed, often scientific aspects of these industry dynamics?
Rob argues that “Activists have been increasing their focus on ESG over the last few
years to the extent that they really do know and understand what they are talking
about. Arguably they have had little choice given the increased sophistication of the
institutional investors whose capital they are managing. The idea of ESG being a tick
box exercise for investment firms is no longer acceptable and Activist funds cannot
claim to be an expert in ESG unless they really are - everyone has had to raise their
game.” — Rob White, Greenbrook.
Greenbrook use the term ‘engaged shareholder situations’ rather than Activism and
they expect this area of investment to accelerate with new funds starting up over
the coming months and years. One high-profile example of this is likely to be from
activist Gianluca Ferrari is setting up a fund to target corporates that are currently
lagging their peers on ESG. He has strong form having led campaigns against EDP
Renovaveis and Retelit while at Shareholder Value Management.
His intention is to launch the first fund through Clearway Capital to agitate for change
at weaker companies in order to bring about more sustainable returns and share
price gains. “I’m looking to use the tools we’ve historically used as activists in order
to take advantage of ... valuation discrepancies between highly rated and poorly rated
companies, from an ESG perspective. If I can go into companies ... and push them
to clean up their act, I can get rewarded through higher valuations because of all the
ESG capital.”
Ferrari sees a clear opportunity in the mid-cap area of the market at a time when
globally on three activist funds operate with ESG as a mandate. This list is set to
grow rapidly over the coming years which means many corporates in all jurisdictions
are essentially living on borrowed time with the urgency being to change, adapt
and evolve before these funds build the expertise and capability to create that
change themselves.

there is an urgency for companies to get up to speed on ESG in order to reduce
the likelihood of shareholder engagement campaign. Some of these shortfalls can
be relatively easy to fix if you spent two years trying to do it and crucially before a
campaign emerges. By contrast they are very difficult to fix it in a reactionary way.

“It is clear to us that ESG Activism is neither
a fad or a short-term trend. It is here to
stay and we are going to see more activists
in the market and more engagement and
campaigns coming through. Companies
really don’t have any choice other than
to update their behaviours and improve
their stance on ESG. Those that don’t will

Gianluca Ferrari framed this opportunity in very specific terms in a recent interview
with Reuters: “There are a lot of companies that are ripe for this... especially in the
mid-cap space. Not only is there a void of stewardship, i.e. there’s very few traditional
activist funds in Europe; second of all, these mid-cap companies have not dedicated
the resources to get up to date on sustainability metrics.”

make themselves easy and open targets. If

All activist situations are opportunity-led that arise from the being a clear mis-pricing.
This then prompts the question as to why the stock is undervalued and what can
be done to create change. This might be as a consequence of mismanagement or
misdirection or misallocation of resources.

just digging themselves deeper.”

“The change required or argued for could be in the form of selling down one activity
or investing in or improving another part of the portfolio and crucially to set disclosure
targets that signal to stakeholders that change is underway. In the past it is rare for
ESG to be an isolated focus of a campaign as there are often other elements that
come into play alongside the ESG arguments.”

they don’t engage constructively and have
sensible discussions about it then they are

Rob White, Partner at Greenbrook

One of the direct consequences of not being strong in any element of ESG is that
you end up with a high cost of capital, reduced access to capital markets of different
kinds and therefore a lower valuation and unnecessary business risk. This is why
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The Rise of Constructionism

9

Activism is still a relatively new phenomenon in Europe and while one or two very
large firms have been around since the mid-90’s, activism really took off in Europe
in the last five to eight years. At the beginning there was an idea that all activists
were seen as aggressive US corporate raiders. However, since then there’s been an
increasingly sophisticated understanding of activism, and the term ‘Constructivism’
has come into play. This is an understanding that some activists are willing to
engage behind the scenes and work constructively with management teams to drive
forward change.
With the media and with companies there is a much more detailed understanding of
the different activists within the market, and how each approach different situations.
“How a company reacts to an activist coming onto its share register really matters. If
the first thought is to shut them down and make them go away — that is a very bad
stance for a company to take.” — Rob White, Greenbrook.
The consequence of confrontation is that it accelerates the time-line to an engagement
becoming public by which point the chances of peaceful reconciliation are much
reduced. Rob White provides the alternative as the most productive approach: “The
most advanced companies now realise this is just like any other shareholder in that
they will have views that they should look to understand, to sit down and engage with.
It is essential to keep an open mind and recognise that they may well prove to be very
long term committed investors. Above all, the board needs to recognise that investors
own the business and these investors have strong and well-intentioned views on how
to improve the profitability and sustainability of the company.”
This relates to a common misconception about the industry as a whole. Activism
does not set out to displace executive management or to seize control of a company
— very often that may be the last thing that an investor may want to happen. What
they target is change — positive change that creates value for stakeholders and that
in itself is a force for good. In many ways this sums up the move from an adversarial
relationship to one that can be constructive or at least more aligned and perhaps in
works in parallel to what has happened in ESG generally.

The future of ESG Activism…
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For all its dominance of media and corporate mind-share, it is hard to see ESG
remaining a distinct investment discipline indefinitely. As we have argued in previous
papers, the wholesale integration of ESG criteria and performance dynamics into
the investment process will ultimately evolve into it being a standard method
of investment.
In the same way, ESG Activism, for all its perceived novelty and momentum, is
destined to follow a directly relatable path such that ‘ESG shareholder engagement’
will come to be seen as standardised Engagement or Activism.
But that is still a long way down the road - in the meantime it is a specialised
branch within the Activism movement, one with great focus on it and with powerful
resources and extensive expertise which is tilting towards those companies that
either underperform or under-represent their full potential. Many companies know
what they have to do but continue to be too slow to act. A smaller group remain in
denial but for them the pressures of stakeholders will force change with or without
the engagement of ESG Activists.
The remaining segment of laggards are those for which change is in hand, ESG
strategies have been formulated and progress is being made but their communication
under-sells the reality of what they have are achieving. These are the most vulnerable
to challenge while also being capable of achieving fast and dramatic change. This
is the ESG Arbitrage that the boards of companies in all regions need to be aware
of and to be proactive about and to close the communication gap before the ESG
Activists grasp the initiative and close it for them.

Focus on the UK
Another observable trend that will shape and influence the pace and trajectory of
Activist Investor activity is their significant current interest in European corporates
and particularly in the UK. This in part reflects a view that the US stock market
recovered at a much faster pace than the UK markets. And this was compounded by
the uncertainty around Brexit, combined with COVID 19. There is a view that a large
number of companies are still materially undervalued and the UK is seen as offering
better value than the US. This results in a number of opportunities here that may be
considered ‘too good to pass by’.
As Rob White puts it: “We are speaking to a lot of US firms and in particular a lot of
small US activist firms that may not have ever invested in Europe before. In a very real
sense, the value opportunity is here in the UK.”
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For assistance in ESG Reporting & Disclosure
and ESG Performance Benchmarking contact
the ESG Advisory Team at Investor-Update at:
www.investor-update.com/ESGbenchmarking
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